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About This Content

Attention all Seaside Valley bus drivers! Do you want to upgrade your fleet – preferably with brand-new buses? Have you been
eagerly anticipating new MAN models? Then this is the perfect expansion pack for you!

This Bus Simulator 18 DLC includes three new buses licensed from MAN!
The 39-foot MAN Lion’s City A21 awaits with two doors.

The MAN Lion’s City A47 is 34 feet long and is one of the shortest of the Lion’s City series buses.

Plus, you can look forward to the articulated MAN Lion’s City A23. This modern, 59-foot, three-axle bus holds around 140
passengers, who can board and alight it quickly and easily through one of four doors. This results in efficient and fast entry and
exit. It also ensures that, even during peak times, most passengers will find a seat on your comfortable bus, while it transports

them to their destination on time.

The Bus Simulator 18 expansion pack requires the main game.

Features:

Three faithfully reproduced, officially licensed MAN City bus models

MAN Lion’s City A21: rigid, 39 feet, 2 axles, 2 doors

MAN Lion’s City A23: articulated, 59 feet, 3 axles, 4 doors
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MAN Lion’s City A47: rigid, 34 feet, 2 axles, 2 doors
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Title: Bus Simulator 18 - MAN Bus Pack 1
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
stillalive studios
Publisher:
astragon Entertainment
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system / Windows 7/8/10 64-Bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 with 3.3 GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 with 3.2 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 (1GB VRAM) or AMD Radeon R7 360 (2GB VRAM) or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6500 MB available space

English,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,Korean
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Honstly, this game is not bad yet 5.99 is not the right price for it. The game can't keep my attention for long and is kind of
boring. It doesn't have much to offer, and it was just an impusle buy. I could not play this game for extended amonts of time, the
game could use some music and looks like a 1 dollar mobile game.. They updated the game to a non working one.. I feel that the
main riff to this song is essential for any heavy metal guitar player and Rocksmith did a wonderful job of transcribing this song!
Though it's not as tough as some other songs, namely "Bat Country," it still provides a fun, interesting, and fast paced
experience. If you only get one song from the Lamb of God song pack, I recomend it be this one.. Totally awesome game! I got
it as part of a group of random Steam codes and I got this little gem!. Poorly exsplained thats why I cant reccomend this.It has
potential but some of the key elements are not exsplained.
I dont mind learning on my own but you cant learn something that the developers had in their hed.
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AQW in 3D form, but the map is huge, bland and so empty, you have stamina to enter a dungeon where the enemy drop items
that you need to craft armor and weapon, while you need a lot of these items, the enemy only spawn once until you quit the
dungeon and restart it, and crafting actually take times like hours so you can't immediately equip it like in AQW. Oh, there's
also a few more, like most the armor and weapon is either a recolor of the others or completely new design, where most of the
time you need real money to get it. Did i also mention with that huge map you can't run? But don't worry, you can transform to
random animals that makes you move faster and looks cool! But for a price of course!

I can't feel the passion of the developers at making this game. Its like they made this game for money only. AQW is definitely
better, maybe you should try that one instead.. This game will always have a special place in my heart <3

(It's dead by the way). Raid mode pay for extreme early advantage. This a predatory concept to make players pay for something
that is already in the game lol. At least it's not exclusive content. Might as well offer a max level characer microtransaction for
$60 like WoW.

So I want the Infernal campaign mode achievement. How much does that cost?

I only have this because it was included in the less than $10 Steam winter sale complete version of this game.

I actually wish I did not have this when first starting raid mode. It took out some of the challenge. I could have just got a
mod\/save game editor and cheated that way.. Solid product, and great deal at today's prices. Plenty of detail and character, if
lacking in traffic in QD (but to be expected at this age). Recommendend wholeheartedly.. Ame no Marginal is a good game.
It\u2019s a solid experience with an interesting story, moving you in a way that only a stage-mana story can with it\u2019s
somber yet calm atmosphere, but it\u2019s a bit too short and underdeveloped to call it amazing. I had a great time with this and
would recommend it to everyone, but you should keep in mind that it\u2019s not omgamazingness that Narcissu was.

Pros
+Solid Story
+Amazing Experience
+Narcissu Included

Cons
-Lack Of Depth
-Too Short For The Price
. It works under Win 10 with regular updates. (12.25.2017.)
There were problems with recent versions of Win, but now it works fine.. The walking howitzer too op for me. After reading
reviews, I thought it would be a good time to purchase and give this version a shot. This is a great game, but no care was put into
this port. Game started crashing after 7 hours of gameplay and since crashes constantly. This is really sloppy work for such a
longstanding great game. Definitely pass even if on sale.. For whatever I am unable to even start the game, get an Unreal Engine
error. Devs completely ignore my several requests for help and unfortunately for me I didn't get to try it until after the refund
date.

Can't comment on the actual game, but don't support a dev who won't back their own product
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